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ABSTRACT
Information worlds are getting ever more vast. We need, not
only better environments for dealing with this vast scale,
but better tools for authoring information in those
environments. This paper describes a new type of tool for
authoring objects in infinite pan/zoom (so-called “multi-
scale”) environments, like PAD++. Called the MultiScale
Editor (MuSE) it provides a direct way to manipulate
objects in scale, simplifying important operations for
authoring with large, multiscale information worlds.
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INTRODUCTION
From the Web to global GIS systems to corporate
databases,  the  scale of information worlds continues to
increase. In recent years, various techniques have been
devised to help deal with the resulting scale problems (e.g.,
[3][4][6][9]). One of these is the use of infinite extent,
infinitely zoomable worksurfaces, like PAD [7] and PAD++
[1], sometimes called Multiscale Interfaces, or Zoomable
User Interfaces (ZUIs). Dozens of developers around the
country are building systems based on ZUIs. They have
even begun to be used in large public presentations (e.g.,
Ben Shneiderman’s keynote address at CHI98).
A sample interaction with a ZUI world is shown  in                       
Figure 1. The user is zooming in on a hierarchical
arrangement of information and photos about outer space.
Category labels are augmented then supplanted by suites of
subcategory labels, continuing recursively until leaf nodes
of information appear.  For example, in the first view of the
figure,  already near the end of this recursive zooming
navigation process, the label “Apollo 12” appears. Zooming
in, it is augmented by suite of three subordinate labels, in
this case labels of leaf nodes. With further zooming an
abstract appears, finally augmented by a picture. Several
things are going on in this example. One is called semantic
zooming: The various nodes did not just zoom
geometrically -- they actually changed their appearance as
they changed size (e.g., becoming augmented by sublabels,
or pictures). This made more meaningful use of the
magnifying screen real estate. A kind of semantic zooming
was also used for the leaf labels: After growing to a certain
size, the label “moon” shrank upon further zooming of the
world (“anti-zoom”). This allowed it to be less obtrusive,
yet remain continuously visible to provide context for the
content that was coming into view.
We argue that ZUIs, like 3D interfaces have embraced a
whole new paradigm, affording new representation
possibilities  and  new interaction capabilities -- in effect
creating a new medium. One of the resulting challenges is
that new authoring technologies are needed.  There has been
considerable commercial work in authoring environments
for shaping, surfacing, arranging, etc. in 3D.  This paper
describes work on a prototype authoring system, called the
MultiScale  Editor  (MuSE), which explores the special
challenges, and exploits the special capabilities, of
authoring in ZUIs.
Certainly some of the operations needed in multiscale
editing  are  traditional.  In  the  example  of         
Figure 1, the creation, modification and spatial arrangement
of graphical objects at any one level of magnification
(“scale”) is much like creating objects in any familiar draw
programs: selecting object types from a palette; sweeping
out bounding boxes to size and position the objects;
grabbing them with the mouse to reposition them in space;
manipulating control handles to reshape them, etc. Indeed,
Ben Bederson has written the PadDraw application in
PAD++ which uses these familiar drawing metaphors to
create objects for ZUIs.
However, the ability to create objects and arrangements that
span many orders of magnitude introduces special
challenges. In the example, appearances of objects changed
with magnification. Specifying when such visual108
transformations happen and what form they take is not easy
with the standard draw interface, and is currently
accomplished by combinations of setting attributes with
forms, and ad hoc programming. Another aspect of the
example concerns the trajectory itself of the user’s
pan/zoom sequence. There are times when these trajectories,
not just the starting or ending points, need to be saved, even
authored for later use. For example, when a “hyperlink” in
Pad  transports the user to some far off place via an
instantaneous jump, it can be quite disorienting. However,
if the trip follows a meaningful trajectory it can show the
nested contexts of the final leaf. While such trajectories can
be created by demonstration (record and playback) there is
currently no feasible way to edit them after the fact.
The critical problem in these editing tasks is in dealing
more explicitly with level of magnification. The ability to
work at different magnifications, or scales, is of course of
general fundamental importance for interaction with large
information worlds. The big picture, as well as the details
within the details, must all be accessible.  This is why scale
is a first class attribute of objects and views in the internals
of ZUI software (like PAD++). However, the implications
of scale for higher level activities like authoring have yet to
be worked out.
Thus this paper introduces the MultiScale Editor (MuSE),
an application written in Tcl/Tk and PAD++ under UNIX to
explore ways to make scale more explicit in the high level
task of authoring. Based in part on Space Scale Diagrams
(SSD) introduced by Furnas and Bederson[2], it represents
scale explicitly so that the scale-dependent attributes of
objects  and views  can be manipulated directly. The paper
begins by setting up the design problem, examining several
tasks that arise in authoring multiscale worlds. Next, it
sketches the general design strategy used to address these
tasks, namely giving scale a first class status in the
interaction. The basic design of the MuSE is then
introduced, beginning with a review of SSDs and how they
can represent the various tasks. Then discussion turns to a
number of unexpected design problems and their solutions.
It concludes with a lengthy discussion of possible future
directions.
SETTING UP THE DESIGN PROBLEM: MULTISCALE
EDITING TASKS
Our experience, and that of others in the PAD community,
has shown certain tasks to be of special challenge in
multiscale authoring. Currently they are accomplished either
with a dialog box, or by writing explicit Tcl/Tk code. It
was clear that better support was needed.
We mention a few important tasks below, specifically the
creation, modification and coordination of several sorts of
increasingly used zooming effects, and the creation and
modification of pan/zoom trajectories.
Creation of useful zoom effects
Several types of zooming behaviors have become important
in multiscale environments. The most straightforward,
geometric  zooming, merely involves having an object get
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                        Figure 1. Six successive frames from a sample interaction with a Zooming User Interface (ZUI)109
larger when zoomed in it and smaller when zoomed out. The
problem is that many objects become unrecognizable when
they get too large or too small. This has lead to several
sorts of scale-dependent rendering -- where the appearance of
an object is made to change in some other way with
magnification. We detail a number of these below in order
to make several critical points. First, these special zoom
effects are important for producing comprehensible and
aesthetic multiscale worlds. Second, there is quite a variety
of them. Third, in essentially all of them there are scale
dependent parameters that must be adjusted, yet there is no
good way to do this in a simple drawing interface.
The simplest of the special zoom effects is bounded-
geometric-zooming. It is just like geometric zooming
except that an object is given a minimum and/or maximum
visible size. When it gets too large (e.g., typically bigger
than the whole screen) it is made invisible, so as not to
obscure other smaller objects in the same location.
Similarly  when the object gets too small, it is made to
disappear,  typically  because it is uselessly unrecognizable,
and often not worth its otherwise high rendering cost. (In a
multiscale world a square centimeter of screen space can
contain thousands of tiny zoomed-out objects.) Currently,
these two parameters are set either by writing Tcl code to
set them, or, in PadDraw, by filling in a dialog box. Users
have to switch back and forth between the dialog box and
sample zoom interactions to observe the results. Fade-
bounded-geometric-zooming is a less visually disruptive
variant where the object fades out gradually as its size
approaches its minimum and maximum bounding scales. (It
is actually the default in PadDraw.)
In simple fixed-shape-zooming the object’s shape does not
change, but its size changes in a way not strictly consistent
with the nominal magnification change. One example is
fixed-shape-/fixed-size-zooming, which actually produces a
kind of non-zoomable object. An object with this behavior
does not change apparent size as everything else around it
zooms. This is used, for example, to keep objects from ever
getting too small to see despite how nominally de-
magnified  they are. (Roads on maps are often shown as
fixed width despite their true-to-scale size.) It is also used to
keep things like labels from getting too big when zoomed
in on. Another kind of simple fixed-shape-zooming is anti-
zooming, where as the user zooms in on something it
paradoxically  gets smaller instead of larger. This turns out
to be a useful special effect  for labels: they can stay around
for context, albeit small and out of the way.
Compound-fixed-shape-zooming  is made up of several
different  simple  fixed-shape-zooming effects happening at
different scales -- but always using the same shape. An
example would be an object that zoomed normally for much
of its visible size (bounded-geometric-zooming). When it
got as small as, say, 10 pixels it would stay that size (fixed-
size-zooming). When it got bigger than, say, 100 pixels it
would paradoxically shrink away and disappear (anti-
zooming). This sort of zooming has parameters controlling
the transition scales between the component simple effects,
as well as the parameters controlling each component.
In  piecewise-fixed-shape-zooming, the object can change
shape, but only does so at a finite number of transition
points, as when a dot turns into a box turns into a page of
text. At all other scales it is assumed to zoom with some
sort of fixed shape behavior. This very general type of
zooming covers most of the commonly used cases of what
is called “semantic zooming”, where appearance changes are
used to make an object maximally semantically meaningful
as it changes size.1 The parameters here involve transition
between and details of the individual components.
Coordinating sets of objects
Another group of multiscale authoring tasks arises when
trying to arrange sets of objects. In a typical drawing
program there are ways to line up (“align”) and regularly
space (“distribute”) sets of objects in x and y.  In
multiscale, there are additional analogous tasks. For
example, one may want sets of objects to have their zoom
transitions at the same scale (alignment of scale
parameters), or at regular intervals of scale (distribution in
scale). This is currently possible only with programming or
tedious hand approximation.
Pan-zoom trajectories
As mentioned earlier, there are times when it is useful to
create scripted paths of panning and zooming through the
space, e.g., for keeping history, to create guided tours or
special hyperlink paths. While it is easy to record these by
demonstration, it is not easy to edit them after the fact,
since there is no static representation of the movement in
space and scale.
The purpose of the MultiScale Editor, then, was to make
tasks such as the construction of semantic zooming,
multiscale configuration of sets of objects and the authoring
of pan-zoom trajectories easier by explicit design.
DESIGN STRATEGY
To achieve a good multiscale authoring environment in the
MuSE, we have adopted a few basic design strategies.
                                                                        
1 While piecewise fixed shape zooming is the most general
sort we will be dealing with in this paper, it should be
mentioned that, with explicit code-writing it is possible to
create arbitrary scale dependent rendering. Pad++ objects
know about the scale at which they are being rendered and
can be set to call a script that arbitrarily changes their
shape as the viewing scale changes. At this point we do
not know how to create simple authoring interfaces for
such behavior110
Most important is treating scale as a first class attribute in
the editing interaction. This has taken two forms. The more
modest of these is to make scale first class by analogy to
various spatial aspects of the interaction. For example, snap
to grid exists in space; what about snap to grid in scale?
Autoscroll is common in draw programs when work starts
to run out of the view; what about autozoom? Etc.
A more significant way we have elevated scale in the
interaction is through the use of what might be called the
DMURA strategy-- the Direct Manipulation of a Usefully
Reified Abstraction. This is a familiar direct manipulation
and visualization strategy. It involves taking some abstract
attribute or dimension and presenting it graphically as a
spatial dimension that can then be manipulated. Time is
often treated this way in animation and video interfaces, or,
for example in the LifeLines system [8]. An object’s
temporal properties (when to appear, disappear, etc.) can be
manipulated by moving its graphical boundaries in the
timeline. For multiscale editing we take the abstract
dimension of scale and reify it graphically, and the various
transition  and  coordination problems get translated into
more familiar spatial ones. We note that very recently
Woodruff [10] has used such a device to control the
appearance and disappearance of overlay layers in a GIS,
giving each a two-point slider for setting the min and max
scale for its visibility. Here we use a more detailed
representation, Space Scale Diagrams [2], which we will
review shortly.
Among the other strategies we employ is the use of
multiple, linked views to allow coordinated interaction with
tools that emphasize different aspects of the authoring task.
We also have tried, in so far as possible, to stay close to the
style and conventions of PadDraw,  to facilitate ease of use
of the MuSE by those in the PAD community already
familiar with that tool.
THE BASIC DESIGN OF THE MUSE
We created a two-window editor. One window contains the
Space Editor (SE) which is similar to PadDraw and excels
in the editing of spatial aspects of a multiscale world. The
other window contains the Space Scale Editor (SSE) which
is based on a space scale diagram. It is our DMURA based
tool, and targets the scale dependent aspects of authoring.
This pair is analogous to having an animation editor that
has both a 2D picture of the animation at any particular
moment in time, plus some sort of timeline window for
tracing the animation over time. As in animation editors,
the two views are coordinated, by using similar graphical
and interaction conventions in each, and by linking them so
interaction in one shows up in the other. The more novel of
these two windows is the SSE.  Since it is based on Space
Scale Diagrams (SSDs), a rudimentary understanding of
them is important.
Quick review of Space Scale Diagrams
While details can be found in [2], the basic idea of a Space
 
  Figure 2. A Space-Scale Diagram (b) is constructed by stacking up copies, of all possible sizes, of a 2D world like the
picture in (a). Points like p and q in the original 2D surface become corresponding "great rays" p and q in the space-
scale diagram. The circles in the picture therefore become cones in the diagram, etc. The viewing window (c) is
shifted rigidly around the 3D diagram to obtain all possible pan/ zoom views of the original 2D surface. For example,
(d) shows a zoomed in view including the circle overlap at point p. (f) shows a zoomed out view including the entire
original picture, and (e) shows a shifted view of a part of the picture.111
Scale Diagram is quite simple. Consider, for example, a
square 2D picture (Figure 2a). The space-scale diagram for
this picture would be obtained by creating many copies of
the original 2D picture, one at each possible magnification,
and stacking them up to form an inverted pyramid (Figure
2b). While the horizontal axes represent the original spatial
dimensions, the vertical axis represents scale, i.e., the
magnification of the picture at that level. In theory, this
representation is continuous and infinite: all magnifications
appear from 0 to infinity, not just the six levels shown.
Furthermore, the "picture" may be a whole infinite 2D
plane if needed.
A few basic properties in SSDs must be described. Note
first that a point in the original picture becomes a ray in the
space-scale diagram. The ray starts at the origin and goes
through the corresponding point in the continuous set of all
possible magnifications of the picture (see Figure 2a,b:
points  p and q). We call these the great rays of the diagram.
As a result, regions of the 2D picture become generalized
“cones” in the diagram. For example, circles become
circular cones and squares become square “cones.”
Secondly, note that a user's viewing window can be
represented as a fixed-size horizontal rectangle which, when
moved through the 3D space-scale diagram, yields exactly
all the possible pan and zoom views of the original 2D
surface (Figure 2c,d,e). Shifting the window sideways pans
it across the picture at a given scale. Shifting the window
up or down changes the magnification of what is seen in the
window’s rectangular view. If the window’s position in
space  and  scale is represented by its midpoint, a pan/zoom
sequence becomes a trajectory or curve through the space
scale diagram. This curve provides a static representation for
suitable editing.
A full SSD for a 2 dimensional world should be three
dimensional, as in Figure 2, comprising two dimensions of
space (x,y) and one of scale (z) 2, and is sometimes called a
"2+1D" space scale diagram. Substantial understanding may
be gained, however, from the much simpler two-
dimensional versions, comprising one dimension of space
and one dimension of scale ("1+1D"). It could, for example,
just be a space-scale view of a truly 1D world, or, as we
will use it here, an edge-on view of the 2+1D version. Any
object in this 1+1D diagram is represented by a flattened
“cone”. For example, the wedge-shaped “cone” on the right
of Figure 3 is formed by two great rays from the origin,
like p and q in Figure 2. In this case, the rays correspond to
the two extreme points of some object O1 , as seen edge on
in all its stacked up images.
In the 1+1D diagram, the viewing window becomes a line
segment, since we are viewing it edge on, and can be moved
                                                                        
2 Technically, using the notation of [2], these should be
the (u1,u2) and v, where v=z and u1=z*x and u2=z*y. We
use x,y, and z in this paper for simplicity of discussion.[
around  the  diagram to represent different pan and zoom
positions. For example, the horizontal line segments, a, b
and c, in Figure 3 represent a sequence of three positions of
a viewing window in space and scale. The motion of the
window from a to b correspond to zooming-in to a more
magnified view. At both a and b, the whole object O1 can
be seen in the window, but in the magnified image, b, it
occupies more area in the window. The move of the window
from b to c is a pure pan. At c, after panning, the object O1
disappears from the viewing window, and object O2 appears
as the window line intersects its cone. Note that O2 did not
appear in the window at a because a was below the minsize
of O2.
O1 O2
a
b c
x
z
 Figure  3.  A  "1+1D"  space-scale  diagram  has one
spatial dimension, x, and one scale dimension, z.
This one contains a geometrically-zooming
object O1 and a bounded-geometrically-zooming
object O2.  The line segments a, b and c are a
sequence of positions in space scale of the
window (seen edge on). The window zooms in
from a to b, and pans to c.
The SE and the SSE
The MuSE augments is “Space Editor” (SE) with a “Space
Scale Editor” (SSE), based on a 1+1d SSD. Where the SE
works on the (x,y) plane and is used for manipulation of
most of the spatial attributes of objects, the SSE works on
the (x,z) plane and allows direct manipulation of scale
related  attributes.        Figure 4 shows three objects and
their appearance in the MuSE.
Interaction  with the two views is tightly coupled. For
example, if the mouse goes over an object in the SE, its
color-coordinated cone is highlighted in the SSE. Similarly,
when the mouse goes over an object cone in the SSE, the
corresponding object is highlighted in the SE, and a small
portal pops up right at the mouse (in the SSE) giving a
thumbnail view of the corresponding 2D object. Dragging
the window-line left or right in the SSE causes the SE
window to pan left or right. Dragging the line up or down
causes  the SE window to zoom in or out. Similarly112
panning or zooming in the SE causes the window-line in
the SSE to move accordingly.
Editing individual objects
An object can be selected from either view, whereupon it is
enclosed in a white bounding polygon (e.g., bounding
rectangle in SE, bounding cone in the SSE) with handles.
Grabbing a selected object, but not at a handle, allows the
object to be moved around. Moving the handles manipulates
the corresponding control points on the object. This is quite
familiar in the SE. For example, moving handles there can
change the aspect ratio of an object.
The control handles in the SSE, however, are new and
provide the primary method for direct manipulation control
of the scale dependent attributes of objects. For example
min/max  bounds on a bounded-geometrically-zooming
object  can be changed by manipulating the corresponding
handles in the SSE. A menu allows for selection of other
zoom effects, and causes the introduction of corresponding
control points. Thus selecting both anti-zoom and fixed-size
will result in the cone in the SSE changing for the rectangle
object in        Figure 4. Handles then control the transition
to fixed size, to anti-zoom, as well as the anti-zoom’s
vanishing scale (and hence rate of shrinking).
It is often desirable to be able to move a control point only
in space or only in scale. This is made possible by
extending the convention familiar in normal draw programs:
holding down the control key isolates the movement of the
control point to the single axis of largest displacement.
Similarly the familiar convention of holding down the shift
key preserves the x,y aspect ratio, whether  dragging in the
SE or the SSE.
Configuring multiple objects
In most drawing programs it is possible to select a set of
objects  and  align them by top/middle/bottom and
left/center/right. This makes for coordinated visual layout in
space.  There is a corresponding need in scale, where one
has a set of objects and wants them to go through some
scale related rendering transition at the same time. E.g., one
might want a set of circles all to disappear at the same
minimum size. This can be done by selecting the objects
and,  using an appropriate menu, aligning them on
minimum size.
Similarly, it is common to want to space objects equally in
x or y to obtain a regular arrangement.  In scale this would
correspond to having some scale dependent transitions
happen at regular zoom intervals. Note that in this case, the
constant magnification rate of zoom suggests that “equal
spacing” in scale means at equal logarithmic intervals (i.e.,
equal ratios).
       Figure  4.  Screen shots of the Space
Editor  (SE) window, top, and the Space
Scale Editor (SSE) window, bottom.
There are three objects: a rectangle that
does anti- then geometric- then fixed-
size-zooming; the word “Title” which
does bounded-geometric-zooming; and
a filled circle which does upper-
bounded-geometric-zooming.
  Figure 5. Set of objects all the same size and in the
same place, but regularly spaced in scale so as to
achieve an oscillating effect when the are zoomed
through in sequence.113
In space, regular distributions are achieved by setting the
positions of the extreme objects in the arrangement,
selecting the full set and clicking on some “distribute in x”
or “distribute in y” widget. Exactly the same can be used for
spacing in z. Figure 5 shows a series of objects that are
distributed in scale to achieve the effect of a single object
that oscillates in color as it is zoomed in.
Editing pan/zoom trajectories
A pan/zoom trajectory can be recorded and replayed by the
simple use of familiar record, pause, stop and play buttons.
Editing the trajectory is made easy by showing it as a poly-
line (Figure 6) with control points at its vertices (where a
pan and zoom shifted direction). These control points can be
grabbed and manipulated in either the SE or the SSE to
adjust the trajectory. Control points may also be inserted or
deleted as desired. The resulting trajectory may be saved out
to a file or read back in.
Simple idea... but does it work?
Showing the scale characteristics of objects graphically
using a space scale diagram in the SSE, with control
handles for their manipulation, was the simple key idea of
the MuSE.  It seemed quite straightforward. It turned out
that there were some serious wrinkles to iron out.
EMERGENT DESIGN CHALLENGES:
A number of difficulties emerged as we proceeded with
development. Several of these arose from formative
evaluation tests with various users. For example, the
complexity of the SSE required special coordination of
window  movement.  The vastness of unbounded space and
scale required additional navigation aids, mechanisms to
select subsets for editing, and dynamic grids for the snap-to-
grid capability. Projecting the SSD from three dimensions
(2+1D) down to two (1+1D) caused some problems with
the missing, y, dimension.
We detail several of these problems below.
Complexities of the SSE view and its control
We knew that the SSE itself should be implemented as a
ZUI: zooming way in or out on the SE could require
looking at vastly different ranges of z in the SSE, and hence
require zooming (and panning) there too. As users tried to
work with non-trivial collections of objects, however, it
became clear that more manipulations of the SSE view were
necessary.
A long series of objects equally spaced in, say, the x
dimension in the SE, are equally spaced along x at any
given scale in the SSE as well. The angles between the
corresponding great rays, however, are not equally spaced,
being related to the tangent function instead. In particular,
while the rays may be separated by reasonable angles near
the vertical axis in the SSE, they become squashed together,
separated by smaller and smaller angles as they move away
from the vertical. Suppose one wanted to edit some of the
objects peripheral in the current SSE view. In the SE one
could simply pan over to them with no problem. In the
SSE, however, this would move the window-line over to
the  squashed  together region of the diagram where
manipulation would be crowded.  In [2] it was noted that a
SSD is invariant under a linear shear that leaves z values
invariant. This means that the peripheral work area may be
slid over  in x until it is above the origin of the SSD and
hence in the more spacious part of the diagram. We
implemented  this by allowing the user to grab the z axis
arrow and swing it to the side to create the x-shear  needed
to slide things over. (Figure 7a, 7b.)
This same squashing of the periphery makes it awkward to
work with objects that are currently scaled to take up a very
wide cone in the SSE. Fine adjustments of their edges, or of
surrounding objects must be made in the squashed
periphery.  This can be fixed by stretching the vertical, z,
axis (z-stretch) as it appears in the SSE, so as to make the
object’s cone more narrow, leaving more room at the
periphery. (Figure 7b, 7c.)
Figure 6. A pan /zoom trajectory is rendered as a
poly-line in space and space-scale, with control
points at shifts in panning and zooming. Control
points can be added, deleted or moved, to edit the
trajectory. In the SE, a thickening line indicates
zooming in.114
Thus it seems that not just pans and zooms, but x-shears
and z-stretches of the SSD (a total of 5 degrees of freedom)
must be allowed for reasonable use of the SSE. When and
how to use these adjustments in the SSD view appears to
require some learning.
Confused Sense of Window Movement
In the PadDraw editor, panning is accomplished basically by
using a mouse-click to grab the pad-surface and move it to
the right or left under the window. This had the correct but
unintuitive  effect of moving the window-line in the
opposite direction in the SSE. The SSE is complex enough
to the novice that this reverse motion was quite confusing.
To ameliorate this, we broke the analogy with PadDraw and
changed the panning control to be one of dragging the
window border (which was made a thick green to match the
color of the window-line in the SSE).  This led to a clearer
relationship: drag the window left and the window line also
moves left, and vice versa.
Navigation problems: Lost in Y
The full SSD is in fact three dimensional (2+1D, like
Figure Figure 2. A Space-Scale Diagram (b) is constructed
by stacking up copies, of all possible sizes, of a 2D world
like the picture in (a). Points like p and q in the original 2D
surface become corresponding "great rays" p and q in the
space-scale diagram. The circles in the picture therefore
become cones in the diagram, etc. The viewing window (c)
is shifted rigidly around the 3D diagram to obtain all
possible pan/ zoom views of the original 2D surface. For
example, (d) shows a zoomed in view including the circle
overlap at point p. (f) shows a zoomed out view including
the entire original picture, and (e) shows a shifted view of a
part of the picture.), while all we could provide in the
MuSE was a 1+1D view. This had a number of
consequences, the most significant of which is getting lost
in y. For example, since the SSE simply projected from
xyz onto xz, the y position of objects and the window was
often unavailable. This made it quite possible to have
objects in the SSD which did not appear in the SE, because
they were outside of the y interval of the window.  As a
result it was easy to “lose” objects, and to feel quite lost
oneself at times. Several solutions were possible. One could
show in the SSE just the objects that were in the SE. This
turned out to be too constraining -- sometimes one wished
to coordinate with objects outside the current SE view.
Alternatively, one could create a second SSE that showed
the y,z projection. This seemed potentially confusing: if
one rotated and positioned the two SSE’s so their respective
x and y axes lined up with the corresponding x and y axes of
the SE, the z axes of the two SSEs would be pointing in
different  directions. While this layout is familiar to
mechanical engineers, we were not sure other users would
find it usable.
Our solution was to provide a third, navigational overview
window that showed a larger region of the x,y plane. This
was a navigation-only window containing a rectangle drawn
to show the current scale and position of the SE window.
The navigation overview window was linked to the other
views in that panning or zooming the SE, or moving the
window-line in the SSE correspondingly moved the window
rectangle in the navigation window. Similarly, dragging or
resizing that rectangle moved and zoomed the SE view and
the SSE window-line.
More navigational problems
The vastness of multiscale causes various navigation
difficulties (c.f., [5]). This was no less true for the MuSE,
both in the SE and the SSE. To help from getting lost in
the SE, we have provided the overview navigation window,
Figure 7. The operations of x-shear and z-
stretch help make the space scale diagram more
useful.115
editable x,y,z coordinate readouts and bookmarking. In the
SSE, it is possible to lose the window line -- it can get  too
small to see, or, by x-shear or z-stretching, fall off the edges
of the SSE frame. We have some buttons on the SSE that
can be used to alter the available 5 DF for SSE viewing to
bring the window line front and center.
Too many objects in  the  SSE
It soon became clear that when there were many objects in
the world, the SSE became cluttered -- showing many more
object cones than one probably wanted to interact with.
This required implementing some way to designate which
subsets of the objects in the world one actually wanted to
include in the SSE. A menu choice turns on a mode that
alters the cursor and makes it so clicking on or sweeping
out objects in any window (SE, SSE, or Navigation)
toggles  whether or not they are shown in the SSE. Non
designated  objects  are de-emphasized (made more
transparent).
Wrinkles in the Analogies
Snap
In an effort to enhance the editing capabilities we wished to
implement a snap-to-grid capability, common in most
drawing programs for easing canonical positioning of
objects. In a multiscale world, the problem immediately
arises of what scale grid to use. Any fixed granularity of
grid could be vastly too fine or too coarse if interacting at
the wrong scale. Clearly some scale-dependent grid would be
needed. We used the procedural grid described in [2] which
introduces a .5x finer mesh whenever zoomed in by a factor
of two, i.e., restoring the grid resolution relative to the
view. This grid defines the snap-to points. In a standard
draw program it is not deemed necessary to show the
gridlines when snap is turned on. In multiscale however,
there is more uncertainty about which grid is active for
snapping, and so we always turn on the grid visually to
provide feedback.
In order to push the comparability of the SE and SSE, we
investigated snap-to-grid in z. In this case, when z-snap is
turned on, any scale-controlling handles snap to the nearest
factor of two in z when manipulated. (“Nearest” in z is
calculated on a log scale.)  This allows for the easy
canonicalization  and  alignment of various control
parameters as they snap to standard z values.
From autoscroll to autozoom
Again pushing the analogy of scale as a dimension just like
space, we implemented an autozoom feature. In standard
draw programs it is common that when moving an object
past the edge of the current view, the viewing rectangle pans
over to keep the object in view. It occurred to us that the
analogue would be useful in scale.  In the SE, as in its
predecessor PadDraw, a selected object may be made larger
or smaller by middle or right button clicks respectively. It
is quite easy in this way to shrink an object so much that it
is no longer visible. Autozoom prevents this by zooming
in to compensate, keeping the object from shrinking out of
view.  Similarly if upon resizing a selected object gets too
large, autozoom will zoom out to keep it reasonably in
view.  
At times these autoscroll and autozoom movements is
disorienting. When a shrinking object gets too small,
autozoom kicks in and the object’s image ceases to shrink –
instead, the objects around it appear to grow. This is a
problem when there are no other objects around - the user
has no visual feedback explaining the sudden lack of size
change. We briefly turn on the grid lines during these
automatic movements (pan and zoom) to provide a flowing
visual field to clarify what is happening.
DISCUSSION
The design of the MuSE was based on the premise that
scale needs to be elevated, not just in the internals of the
ZUI and in the user interaction with a multiscale end
product, but in the authoring environment. In part this
meant extending analogies with the spatial dimensions
(e.g., snap to grid not just in x and y, but also in z). It also
meant, following the DMURA principle, reifying scale as a
visible dimension which allowed direct manipulation for
editing the scale based attributes of objects. This allowed for
the  easier  construction of semantic zooming as assembly
and editing of polygons in space-scale. It similarly allowed
for editing pan/zoom sequences as poly-lines in space scale.
With user testing, various wrinkles arose in the design,
particularly navigation problems and details of scale
interactions (like snap to grid and autozoom), requiring
more subtle resolutions.
We envision the MuSE playing a couple of roles. One is to
author multiscale information worlds directly. Vast
information worlds, however, are often too large for this. In
such cases we see the MuSE serving a template creation
function. Some desired sample part of a large world is
carefully created by hand using the MuSE. This sample
object configuration is written to a file, using a PAD++
capability that outputs object configurations as
Tcl/Tk/PAD++  code.  Such  pad  files  can be hand altered,
changing selected constants (e.g., pertaining to specific
content and final position in space and scale) into variables,
forming a template. The template is then put in a loop
which feeds it appropriate sets of new x,y,z coordinates and
fills in other content from some large information resource.
The result is an arbitrarily large object configuration
patterned after the hand-crafted template.
There are quite a few further directions we would like to
pursue. For example, the more elaborate zoom structures for
fixed-shape, variable-size-zooming generate various
polygonal shapes in the SSE.  This suggests the possibility116
of being able to create and edit arbitrary polygons to control
the behavior, for example to create profiles that would
oscillate in size, or shift sideways in space when zoomed in.
Several interesting extensions of snap are possible. For
example, the dynamic grid lines come into view (and have a
corresponding snap attraction) in an all or none way. This
can be both visually and interactively disconcerting. It
would be interesting to investigate a gradual fading in and
out of the finer lines, and a gradual growth and shrinking of
their attractor domains. It would also be interesting to have
gravity version of snap: control points would snap, not to
grid points, but to points whose coordinates already appear
in the configuration. Multiscale adds some serious
complications here. In a vast world with millions of
objects, there may be too many points and coordinates
around. Moreover, if the world contains a group of many
objects shrunk down in a very small region, the appropriate
gravity point could be hard to control, even expensive to
compute.  Clearly some sort of sensible simplifying
limitations would have to be devised.
In general in editors, when one wants to compare, or cut and
paste between, two distant regions it is useful to have a
split  editor  window. Implementing this in the SE is
straightforward, but the corresponding split of the space-
scale diagram of the SSE is a new design concept, as would
be the linking of the splits between the SE and the SSE.
We would also like to incorporate various of the multiscale
navigation aids that Susanne Jul has been working on in
our research group, and to add several more operations on
pan/zoom trajectories such as concatenating, smoothing,
and gaining temporal control over them.
Pad users also perform other authoring and editing tasks in
multiscale that would be useful to support. For example,
hyperlinks where clicking on one object flies the view over
to another object. PadDraw supports this with a simple
interface of move-to-start-location, declare-link-start, move-
to-end-location, declare-end-link. This capability should be
added to the MuSE, and SSE enhancements contemplated.
For example, one could imagine affixing SSE authored
trajectories for the hyperlink to follow.
The addition of such features as these would continue to
move the MuSE in the direction its goal of being full
authoring environment for multiscale.
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